Wipro BLUE powered by IBM
Edge Application Manager
Intelligent Edge Application
lifecycle management

Wipro services for
Introduction
digital identity and access
IBM Edge Application Manager is an intelligent and
flexible platform that provides autonomous
management for edge computing. A single
administrator can manage the scale, variability and
rate of change of application environments across
tens of thousands of end points simultaneously.
Wipro BLUE, powered by IBM Edge Application
Manager is a full-lifecycle edge environment that
helps you to safely create, deploy, run, monitor,
maintain, and scale business logic and analytics
applications at the edge. It can run anywhere and
manage workloads on virtually any edge endpoint,
including servers, gateways and devices. It gives
you the choice and flexibility to extend from any
public or private cloud to any edge server or device.
This solution solves operational and management
complexity faced by enterprises.

Wipro services for
Key
Takeaways
digital
identity and access
Consistent visibility, control and
automation for managing and scaling
edge workloads
Industry’s first autonomous application
workload lifecycle management edge
offering with edge-native programming
model
Firewall ready, prevents common
attacks, encrypted & signed messages,
container tampering, and update
verification
Autonomous edge node and
management hub orchestration

Improves business
outcomes in real-time
with resilience and
security by placing
enterprise business logic
and AI applications
closer to where data is
created

Features

Autonomous EAM configuration

Edge node orchestration for
on-premise/hybrid cloud

Easy to manage all day-1 and day-2
operations
Autonomous application workload
lifecycle management

Key Benefits

Faster insights and actions

Runs on Red Hat OpenShift cluster
hosted on any private/public cloud

Continuous operations

Out-of-the-box security designed for
decentralized deployment

Improved data security and control

Seamless workload
mobility for edge
workloads virtually
across any cloud, any
edge gateway and any
device
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE: 507685,
NSE: WIPRO) is a leading global
information technology, consulting and
business process services company.
We harness the power of cognitive
computing, hyper-automation,
robotics, cloud, analytics and emerging
technologies to help our clients adapt
to the digital world and make them
successful. A company recognized
globally for its comprehensive portfolio

of services, strong commitment to
sustainability and good corporate
citizenship, we have a dedicated
workforce of over 180,000,
175,000, serving
clients across six continents. Together,
we discover ideas and connect the dots
to build a better and a bold new future.

For more information, please write to us
at info@wipro.com

